Our jobs

Our 500 employees ensure that savings are protected, investors receive material information and financial markets run smoothly.

Diverse professional backgrounds

Our employees have scientific, legal, financial and accounting backgrounds and come from a vast range of professions and sectors: banks, management companies, listed companies, audit and consulting firms, law firms, investment services providers, digital services companies.

The AMF hires young people who have acquired a first job experience as well as people with more experience.

Cutting-edge sectors

Working with the AMF means joining a panel of cutting-edge fields where expertise and skills are paramount. At the heart of financial regulation developments, the AMF constantly interacts with financial market participants.
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Asset management

The AMF approves and supports management companies in their projects. It ensures the compliance and marketing of collective savings products.

Listed companies

The AMF oversees the compliance of financial transactions and the quality of the financial information published by listed companies and securities issuers.
Financial market

The AMF regulates financial market infrastructure and intermediaries and examines transactions for any abnormal events or conduct.

Inspect, investigate, enforcement

The AMF inspects, investigates, sometimes proposes transactions, monitors disputes and conducts sanction proceedings through its Enforcement Committee.
The AMF assists retail investors in their dealings in financial markets through innovative outreach initiatives.

**International influence**

The AMF contributes to the adaptation of the French regulatory framework and takes part in international and European projects. It produces studies and assessments on the general stock market trends.

**IT, data and security**

The AMF explores the opportunities offered by new technologies for carrying out its duties and anticipates possible changes to the ways of supervising financial players.
Support functions

Our support functions (human resources, administrative, logistics or communication) ensure the smooth running of the AMF and its outreach to the outside world.
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